Friday 3rd May
We have had a really busy week in Waveney Class.
Our theme book for this week has been Jasper’s
Beanstalk by Nick Butterworth and Mick Inkpen.
We also looked at the story of Jack and the
Beanstalk and Reception compared features of
the two stories, while Nursery listened to the story and built a
giant’s castle out of junk materials.
We have all planted beans in our own little greenhouses and Reception have
started making bean diaries. Nursery ordered beanstalks according to size
and some of them did some good work on counting pictures, recognizing
and writing numbers. Reception wrote numbers on leaves
THIS WEEK’S
and put them on our beanstalk in order. Reuben did a
fantastic job of putting the odd numbers on one side and
READING STARS
the even numbers on the other side. We used dried beans to
Bronze
make patterns on grass circles and learnt a song about
Amelia Oldridge
beans.
Diamond
Reuben Rankin
Waveney Class’s Star of the Week for last week was
Rainbow
Oscar Broadley who worked really hard on lots of
Imogen Pipe
activities and was a really good helper. Well done,
WELL DONE!
Oscar, we hope you had fun with Star the Pony!
Our winner of Mrs Fenning’s Award for EYFS progress for
last term was Kayden Berry. He was awarded his certificate
this week so we hope you and Star the Pony have fun
together too.

HOME LEARNING!
Nursery – Look for numbers in the environment. Can you say what your house number is?
(If it’s tricky, the numbers that make it, e.g. 2,3,5, rather than two hundred and thirty five).
Can you paint/collage your house number? If your house has a name, can you name the
numbers on your car registration instead?
Reception – Can you find a rhyme/song about growing? See if you can learn it and perform
it to the class. You might even be able to learn some actions or a simple dance.

Have a super bank holiday! The Early Years Team

